Teaching Cards Instructions
The Teaching Cards are designed to be used in conjunction with each step of
the DVD series:
Step 1 – Blue with 22 words
Step 2 – Orange with 26 words
Step 3 – Red with 44 words
Step 4 – Green with 52 words
Step 5 – Purple with 22 words
Start with the Step 1 cards and add the other cards as your child moves to
each step of the series. Continue reviewing the cards from the earlier steps as
you show your child new words.
In this Teaching Card pack, Dr. Titzer suggests some game ideas that he used
with his own babies as well as with many other children around the world. Play
these games with your child or create your own. Remember to nurture your
child’s love of learning! It is more fun for your child if you are genuinely having
fun too.
Play any of the games with any of the cards. For example, you may play all of
the games using the cards with the blue or purple backgrounds.
Standard Instructions for Teaching Words:
Hold a card in a corner with one hand, then point to the word
from left to right as you say it. Do not obstruct your child’s
view of the word with your fingers. Encourage your child to
try to say the word while looking at the word.

clap

 how your child the meaning of the word by describing or
S
acting out the word. Make your interactions with your child
more fun by being animated. When appropriate, use three-dimensional objects
to help your child learn the words. Encourage your child to perform actions,
say the words, or make sounds related to the words.
As your child progresses through the DVDs, continue using the Teaching Cards
when playing with your child. Review the words from previous steps. Strive to
make learning a joyful experience for you and your young child.

Step

Word Matching Game
Print a word your child has seen from the videos (e.g., nose) on the
blank erasable card that is included with the Sliding Word Cards. Place
two word cards from this box (e.g., nose and mouth) near the erasable
card that also has the word nose written on it. Point to the erasable card
and say, “This says nose,” while moving your finger under the word
from left to right. Next, show your child the words nose and mouth, then
ask, “Which one of these words says nose?”
Do this with many different combinations of words. For babies who are
just beginning the program, use familiar words that are distinct from each
other. For example, you could use the words clap and hippopotamus
since they do not look similar and they do not have similar meanings.
Use words that are more similar to each other if your child is correct
with more distinct words. For instance, you could print the word waving
and show your baby the words wave and waving. Ask your baby to
point to the word that says waving, then ask your child to point to the
word wave.
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Teach Your Baby the
Meanings of Words!
Show your child the word ear, and move your finger under the word
from left to right as you say, “This is the word ear.” It is very important
to time the movement of your finger with the sound of your voice so
your child will eventually learn the sounds the letters make. Next,
gently touch your child’s ear and say a descriptive phrase such as,
“This is your ear. You hear with your ear.” As you touch your own ears,
say, “This is my ear!” and “This is my other ear.”
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Ask your child questions related to the words or encourage your child
to perform actions related to the meanings of the words.
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Word Recognition Activity

Step

With this game, your baby can demonstrate whether or not she
recognizes words even if she can’t talk. Initially, use some of the
words your baby is most familiar with from the Your Baby Can Learn!
program. Place two words (e.g., clap and bellybutton) in front of your
child. Say something like, “Which word says bellybutton?” If your child
is able to point, then your child can answer by pointing. Babies who
cannot point may answer the question by looking at the appropriate
word or by doing a physical action. If your baby is correct, then say,
“Good. Now can you find the word clap?” If your child is incorrect or
doesn’t respond, then say something like “This says bellybutton and
this says clap.” Do this while pointing to the corresponding words. Use
many word combinations to teach your child new words and to check
your child’s progress. Start with words that are not similar in either
shape or meaning, for example, elephant and hi. For more experienced
children, use words that are very similar such as dog and dogs. For
active children, you may place the words a distance away from them
and encourage them to move to the correct words!
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Animal & Object Game
Have your child match the word cards to objects or images of objects.
There are two ways to play this game and both are great for active
toddlers!
1. Match a Word to the Correct Object
Place two objects on the floor that match two words on the word cards.
Next, ask your child to put one word card next to the appropriate
object. Now, do this again using three objects and one word. Ask your
child to put the word next to the correct object as shown in the image
below on the left.
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2. Match an Animal or Object to the Correct Word
Place two word cards on the floor, then give your child an object that
represents the meaning of one of those words. Ask your child to place
the object next to the correct word. You may allow your child to draw
his own pictures to represent objects or animals if you don’t have the
proper objects available. Once your child understands the game with
two words, use three words and one object as shown in the image on
the right. Ask your child to place the object next to the correct word.
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Fast Words Game
Allow your young child to see and hear words while watching you play
a fun word game. This game is primarily for older babies, toddlers, and
preschoolers who have already learned some written words, but it can
also be used to teach words.

Step

Set aside about five Teaching Cards featuring words that are familiar
to your child. Sit across from your child and an adult or child who can
read. Flip through the ten words on the five cards for the other reader
to read aloud while your child looks at the cards. Go through the words
in a random order as quickly as you can, and show and say words
multiple times. Try turning some words over and going as fast as you
can move or flip the cards. Make sure your child can see the words on
the cards that are read aloud! Children who can already talk may join
in saying the words.
Once your child understands the game, try adding in additional cards
and using some unfamiliar words. You may start by repeatedly showing
and saying the words in the same order. There are also advantages to
showing the words in a more random order, so we recommend that you
try predictable and unpredictable orders.
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